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NOTE TO READER:
THE FOLLOWING REPORT IS MORE THAN TWO DECADES OLD. INFORMATION
CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT MAY BE OUT OF DATE AND BC HYDRO MAKES NO
STATEMENT ABOUT ITS ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS. USE OF THIS REPORT AND/OR
ITS CONTENTS IS AT THE USER’S OWN RISK.
During Stage 2 of the Site C Project, studies are underway to update many of the
historical studies and information known about the project.
The potential Site C project, as originally conceived, will be updated to reflect current
information and to incorporate new ideas brought forward by communities, First
Nations, regulatory agencies and stakeholders. Today’s approach to Site C will
consider environmental concerns, impacts to land, and opportunities for community
benefits, and will update design, financial and technical work.
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Part Three

SECTION 16.0 - B.C. HYDRO'S APPROACH TO MITIGATION AND COMPENSATION

16.1

INTRODUCTION
With the appeal of the Seven Mile project license in 1975 a
formal debate began in British Columbia over the extent to which
environmental impacts should be mitigated or, if unmitigable, the
amount of compensation for loss or damage that should be paid and to
whom the payments shou 1d be made. The issues were not new in that
major developers, including B.C. Hydro, have made design changes in the
past to avoid impacts, and payments have been made which could be
interpreted as compensation. What the Seven Mile appeal and subsequent
award signalled was a change in both scope and comprehensiveness of the
issues.
This change occurred at a time when the Environment and Land
Use Committee's (ElUC) Secretariat was in the process of developing
Benefit/Cost Guidelines for project evaluation. The Secretariat prepared a report on the impact of the Seven Mile dam upon which the
Comptroller of Water Rights' Mitigation Award was based. This report
followed in a general fashion the principles outlined in the Benefit/
Cost Guidelines. The Secretariat would like to carry the process
further by generating a comprehensive policy on compensation and
mitigation which the various agencies and crown corporations cauld
agree to follow. A working committee has been established on which
B.C. Hydro and provincial resource agencies are represented. Its goal
is to present a consistent set of princip 1es based. on both recent
theoretical work and case examples of resource conflicts.
This section represents B.C. Hydro's present position with
respect to mitigation and compensation, and it is intended that these
principles form the basis for discussions with resource management
agencies and local government. The Environment and land Use Committee
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INTRODUCTION - (Cont'd)
may ultimately adopt policy guidelines which differ in some respect
from the ones proposed here. B.C. Hydro's position would be reviewed
at that time.

16.2

DEFINITIONS AND FRAMEWORK OF EVALUATION
Before discussing the benefit/cost framework and the underlying principles of economic evaluation, it may be useful to present
formal definitions of the concepts to be discussed.
(a) Definitions
(i)

Mitigation
Mitigation measures may be taken in the planning, des ign, operation and decommi ssioning phases of
projects to prevent adverse impacts on resources. The
cost of these measures becomes part of direct project
costs. In principle, mitigation measures should bring
about at 1east as valuab 1e a reduction in resource
losses as the cost of the measures themselves. If good
information were available on the value of impact
reduction then mitigation becomes part of project optimization analysis.

(ii)

Compensation
Compensat ion refers to payments or programs
for resource losses which cannot be prevented by costeffective modification of project actions. For example,
maintaining stream flows to protect sport fish would be
a mitigation expenditure, and money spent on fisheries
management or enhancement would be compensation.
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DEFINITIONS AND FRAMEWORK OF EVALUATION - (Contld)
(iii)

Opportunity Cost
The
amount

opportunity

cost

that it could earn

of a resource

in alternative

is the

employment;

this cost could be different from what is actually paid
for it.

It is a measure of what society gives up in

terms of value in order to employ a resource in a particular use. Value, in economic terms, is measured by the
tota 1 wi 11 ingness

to pay by consumers

for the output

produced.
(iv)

Social Cost Analysis
Social cost analysis refers to a comprehensive
accounting of the opportunity cost of resources. The
distinction fj Jffi private costs is that the latter are
accounted from a specific perspective. Resources can be
impacted resulting in social costs which may not be
taken into account by the private developer and thus may
entail no private costs. Thus, a social cost/benefit
analysis differs from a private cost/benefit analysis in
its comprehensiveness and perspective.

(v)

Property Rights and Privileges
Compensation

for privately

held proprietary

interests are not discussed here because these are dealt
with under well established legal and administrative
rules. The Crown holds most of the resources which
mi ght be affected by generation projects) however, and
the questions of whether and how compensation should be
paid depends on an interpretation of ownership rights.
The strictest

interpretation

would have payments being

made to the Crown, that is, the general revenue fund of
the province.

But the users of Crown resources may also

be considered to have notional rights of ownership.
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DEFINITIONS AND FRAMEWORK OF EVALUATION - (Cont'd)
Moreover, many environmental and socio-economic resource
impacts may have different values depending on how
ownership is attributed. The difference lies in the
w~llingness to pay of users if ownership is not attributed, compared to the amount required to make them
willing sellers if ownership is attributed.
(vi)

Economic Efficiency
Efticiency is achieved in economic terms by
allocat ing resources to uses where they generate the
highest return.
Evaluation on strict efficiency
criteria need take no account of who earns the returns
or where, within the jurisdiction of interest, they are
earned.

(vii)

Equity
Equity considerations enter when, in addition
to the efficient allocation of resources, we are
interested in which groups within a jurisdiction are
affected by the allocation. Impacts which redirect·
income flows from one area to another may have no efficiency consequences but could be significant in terms of
the region that is negatively affected. For example,
the same number of tourists may visit the province
following construction of a project but if fewer visit
the project area then regional effects may be significant while provincial effects are negligible.

(b) The Benefit/Cost Framework
The socia 1 benefit/cost framework uses principles of
economics to analyze the social desirability of investment
projects. Benefit/cost analysis differs from corporate financial
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DEFINITIONS AND FRAMEWORK OF EVALUATION - (Cant/d)
analysis in both the types of costs and benefits included and the
estimation
fully

of those costs and benefits where market prices do not

reflect

value.

The provincial

Benefit/Cost Ana lys is, recommends

document

that results

Guidelines for
be disp 1ayed on

three separate accounts: provincial income (efficiency), regional
income (equity) and the environmental account. In briefest terms,
the provi ncia1 income account adds up the soci a1 benefits and
costs of a project without regard to whom they accrue within the
province. The regional income account specifies who gains and who
loses and by how much.

The environmental account is a description

of intangible environmental

and socio-economic

which cannot be evaluated in income terms.

benefits and costs

Examples of the latter

would be visual and heritage resource impacts.

markets

Where all resources are in private ownership, where
are reasonably competitive and where no uncontrolled

envi ronmenta 1 spi 11overs occur,

the expected

costs and returns

evaluated by the private developer in his investment decision
would be no different from costs and benefits evaluated from the
public perspective.
Design modifications
would be made to
mi tigate the impacts on other resource owners up to the po int
where additional mitigation costs would be cheaper than paying
compensation.

Compensation

would

then

impacts.
This would be the natural
allocation of property rights.

be paid
consequence

for remaining
of the full

The social benefit/cost framework is a method for comparing costs and returns as if property rights were well defined
and markets worked tolerably well. Any decision to commit crown
resources to development should be supported by such an analysis
to show, at a minimum,

that social benefits would exceed social

costs if the development proceeds.

The next section examines some

of the arguments which have been presented for actually paying
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compensat ion once a development
(including

has been

the full social opportunity

shown

to be economi c

costs of all the resources

used) .

16.3

THE CASE FOR COMPENSATION

AND MITIGATION EXPENDITURES

A case for compensation
made

on grounds

and mi t igat ion expendi tures can be

of either economic

efficiency

or equity.

Since the

environmental account is a description of intangible effects, expenditures that would be justified on this account are difficult to
estimate. Thus we look primarily at efficiency and equity. Different
implications as to how the expenditures should be made once the amounts
have been estimated are reviewed on each account.
(a)

Efficiency Account
Under compensation on the effi ciency account, payments
would be made by resource developers to the crown to cover the
cost of resources used or damaged by a development. The payment
structure

wou1 d ensure that benefi ts from a project woul d cover

all the costs.

Both the developer and agencies with a management

responsibility

for resources would have an incentive to calculate

carefully the value of the impacts.

payment

A second efficiency
consideration
aided by actual
is the incentive provided to examine design alternatives

to reduce or e 1iminate the effects at a lower cost than full
compensation.
Thus both mitigation and compensation expenditures
might be better rationalized with a system which requires actual
payment.
A third
actual payments

consideration

on efficiency

would be reflected

grounds

is that

in the price of the product,

and thus the price would include full social costs.
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ANDMITIGATIONEXPENDITURES- (Cont1d)
Efficiency
not

be tied,

simply

in

payments

principle,

be paid

to

to

general

revenue.

example,

would not necessarily

for

further

forestry

not

the

pOlitical

including,
Equity

process
potentially,

like

a general

equi ty

the

a result.

forest

losses,

B.C.

Forest

Service

effi ciency
region

payments

affected.

They

to be allocated

by

ends are deemed most desirable,
tax cut.

development

be used

to

for

compensation

within

to

the

projects
the

as a result

redress

regi ons

a

recreation

payments

would

purpose

and they

of maki ng compensating

resources
guided

a whole,

can be evaluated,
by the

resources
munity,

are

value
at

of

issue,

acceptable

the

at

by the political

community

impact

Revelstoke

water

benefits

the
is

funding

clearly

two characteristics.

a

suffers

They

relative

to the

waul d be pai d to agenci es for
in the

regi on.

on equi ty grounds

resource

affected.

the

would

process

committee

then project

grounds.
have

as

the

services

payments
such

lose

or social

Revelstoke

investments

payments

saoctioned

that

For example,

would be made when a community or region
provi nce as

Expenditures

economi c benefits

resources

centre

significantly

and groups

damages.

payment made on equity

Equity

the

of a project,

those

vary

population.

some of

If environmental

in a region

provided
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but would

for

any other,

wOll1d return

purposes
by a project

as

suffer

of

and by sub-groups

generated

can

in

would

Account

by region

most

Equally,

to whatever

The effects
hr

go to the

be applied

of revenue,

program

Payments

expenditure.

necessarily

would be a source

the use of crown resources
any subsequent

for

would

(b)

for

to

or surrogate;

established

as

Where

wou1d be

Where intangible

quality
have

the

a

of

life

in a com-

be

negotiated

and

for example,

the

condition

of

the

license.
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Account

Cri tics

of

the

benefi t/cost

framework

poi nt out the

tendency of items which can be quantified to assume greater importance

than

intangible

consequences

which

cannot

be evaluated.

Compensation and mitigation decisions requiring actual outlays of
funds are much more readily directed to impacts which can be
evaluated.
Concern over public
aesthetic and heritage resources,

health and safety,
long term ecological

loss of
effects,

and changes in the cohesiveness of stable communities are examples
of real impacts which cannot be quantified but which nevertheless
have to be addressed.
Current procedures for dealing with these issues are not
very

satisfactory.

developers

Agencies

,~,ld communities

press

for payment,

resist and there is no common framework for evaluating

competing claims. At a minimum it is necessary to be explicit
about the nature of the intangible impacts and the intended
ame 1 iorat ing effect of a compensation or mit igat ion measure. A
complementary approach where the long run social costs of impacts
are indeterminate would be to establish either a specific fund or
a commitment for funding future research and compensation or
mitigation based on the findings.
A further implication of this commitment would be to
undertake to preserve options for future mi tigat ion or compensation in cases where complete measures could not be justified at
the time of project licensing.
such possibilities

The preservation

of options, where

exist, differs from the research fund proposal

in that it implies taking some action, perhaps small in scale and
low in cost, which would facilitate later more
action should events prove this to be desirable.
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POLICY ISSUES
A number of policy issues arise from the context of the
preceding discussion of principles - policy issues pertinent to B.C.
Hydro's future practice with regard to compensation and mitigation
expenditures.
(a) Replacement Cost
A common argument for compensation expenditures is that
they should be made in order to replace where possible the
physical assets impaired or lost through development. If, for
example, several hundred acres of winter range for ungulates are
flooded then this approach woul d hold that management practices
should be funded in areas nearby to enable the support of the same
amount of wildlife as without the project. This approach ignores
the use made of the reSlurce, and thus its value in the economic
sense, and is not supportable on either efficiency or equity
grounds within the framework of benefit/cost analysis.
The cost of mitigation or compensation actions which
would fully replace a particular resource is useful information in
th3t it represents an upper limit to a developer's liability.
But, clearly, if the value of the resource is less than the cost
of full replacement, it is this value which should guide compensation and mitigation decisions.
(b) Compensation for Development Foregone
Pressure to compensate for resources used in development
has produced the opposite argument in favour of compensating
developers for foregoing opportunities. The most obvious example
in B.C. Hydro's case is the virtual taboo on Fraser River generation projects. Should electricity users be compensated by, in
this case, the salmon fisheries industry for substituting more
expensive projects? Some analysts have dismissed this out of hand
saying that the compensation issue does not arise unless and until
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POLICY ISSUES - (Cont'd)
an alteration
view

of the natural environment

is not consistent

province's

Guidelines

with

the

is proposed.

framework

for Benefit/Cost

Analysis

laid

But this

down

in the

and it is worth-

while to develop the argument more fully to gain an appreciation
of the issues involved.
The decision not to develop a resource for a particular
purpose, even if only an implicit decision, entails a consideration of the potential costs and benefits involved. In the case of
Fraser generation the implicit evaluation places a higher value on
the salmon fishery and natural

resource

ameni ties of the Fraser

River than on hydroelectric development.
That is, in principle,
the value of the resource in its present state is deemed to be
higher than in an alternative. developed state. While some might
doubt that this conclusion could be empirically demonstrated it
neverthe 1ess imp 1ies that the opportunity cost of the resource,
its value for hydroelectric and flood control purposes, could be
paid and still show a net benefit to remaining in its undeveloped
state. To argue that the compensation issue does not arise in the
absence
state
whi ch

of a development
that

initiative

is deni ed another.

these

arguments

are

is to assign a right to one

The ana lyt ica 1 framework wi thi n
presented,
however,
treats all

provi nci a 1 resources and the uses to whi ch they can be put as
equivalent with no use having a pre-eminent right.
(c)

Mitigation

for Efficiency

Mitigation measures
efficiency or equity reasons.

might be undertaken for either
Once a particular development has

been demonstrated

to be economi ca lly des irab lei n terms of pro-

vincial

use

resource

development
benefits.

there

remains

the issue of whether

some

benefits should be foregone in order to secure other
If benefits are produced by, for example, expenditures

to maintain stream flows and if these benefits are greater than
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the social cost of the measures,
social welfare

there would be a gain 1n total

from making the expenditure.

And since most miti-

gation measures would have their effects in the region of impact,
equity considerations
(d)

Compensation

would also be served.

for Efficiency

The case made above for compensation payments to be made
for reasons of economi c efti ci ency rested on three main points:
1) payments

woul d ensure that all resource costs are taken into
account; 2) incentive would be provided to investigate costeffective
mitigation
measures
(to avoid larger compensation
payments); 3) the opportunity cost of resources would be reflected
in the price of the final output produced by development.
However, compensation

based on efficiency

arguments, if

paid by B.C. Hydro, would simply result in a transfer payment from
electricity consumers to general revenue. That type of compensation would in effect be a form of general taxation since virtually
the whole population of the province will be served by B.C.
Hydro's additional generating stations. If a policy of paying for
effi ciency losses app 1 ied to projects of provi nci a 1 government
agencies, extra funds for social costs would have to be appropriated for a project and then re-paid into general revenue. The
same effect would result if B.C. Hydro were to pay compensation to
general revenue.
Funds paid for specific compensating

enhancement

actions

that direct programs to groups who suffer as a result of a project
are addressed below.
In sum, our conclusion

is that compensation

payments for

B.C. Hydro' s projects shoul d not be made for effi ciency reasons,
but only for equity reasons as discussed below.
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(e)

Compensation

and Mitigation

for Equity Purposes

It is desirable
from
in

a development
terms

of

di rectly

for

reduced

have

those

receive

impacts.

affected

efficiency

project

either

compensation

that

some of the benefits

impact
People

mitigation

most

in

instances

equity

claims

B.C.

for managing

Compensation

Hydro

for Community

Impacts

should

on

Service

communi ty

are very difficult

facilities

be made

of the

communi ty with

number

or

regions

apart from stri ct

for compensation

negotiate

in,pacts are rarely

or natural

appropriate

measures

concerned.

Impacts

education,

health

and recreation

to quantify and evaluate.
of workers
facilities

reflected

or

agencies and local

expected

Estimates

to move

thei r famil ies and of the demands

to make on community

into a

they mi ght be

but the social costs of

in increased

cost of service.

It is more likely that the effects will be a cumulation

of conges-

tion, diminished

times, all

of which

tend

quality
to alter

region affected.
ensure

of service
the

and longer waiting

quality

of life for people

It has been B.C. Hydro's

that local school

districts

policy

workers.

In principle

community

services

full

social

therefore,
of community

costs

in the

in the past to

bear no additional

for school costs caused by the families of in-migrant
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or

the socio-economic

and funding support with the agencies

these

communities

a cl aim on the project

responsible

environments.

expected

vi a mit igat ion measures

would best be met through provincial

governments

can

directly

considerations.
In

(f)

who stand to lose the most

tax burden
construction

the same policy should be applied to other

where

feasible

of its impacts.

so that

It is B.C. Hydro's

to reduce as much as practical

pays

the

intention

the impact on the quality

services during the construction
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There are other qual i ty of 1 i fe cons i derat ions in a
local
community which may be threatened
by a large construction
workforce.
These include community cohesiveness
and stability
and
over i ndi cators
of soci a 1 breakdown
such as
genera 1 concern
alcohol abuse.
However, there is a growing body of evidence (e.g.
from B.C. Hydro's
Peace Canyon, Seven Nile and Revelstoke
projects)
to suggest that construction
workers differ
little
in their
behavioural
patterns
from members of local communities.
Potential
problems should be recognized
and B.C. Hydro would be prepared to
respond
in whatever way is most appropriate
if problems arise.
B.C. Hydro, with two exceptions,
pays school taxes on
the same basis as all other taxpayers
in the Province.
The except ions are generation
and storage
developments
on the Peace and
Columbia River systems.
B.C. Hydro also pays annual grants
in
lieu
of general,
local
improvement
and regional
district
tax
levies.
These grant amounts are calculated
on a basis similar
to
the taxes levied on privately-owned
utilities
in municipal
areas.
Together
with other
government
funds,
these
regular
payments
shoul d protect
taxpayers
from tax increases
duri ng the project
construction
period.
Community impacts

are not all

negative.

Expenditures
by workers
increase
cash flows to bus inesses
in local areas and direct
and secondary
employment opportunit i es are increased.
There is a tendency
for developers
to
overstate
the local benefits
flowing from their projects
and for
local opposition
groups to exaggerate
the social
costs.
What is
and
requi red is a careful
accounting
of both soci a 1 benefits
costs.
One of the more promising
approaches
is to follow up the
impact
assessment
process
with a monitoring
program so that
actual,
rather than perceived,
impacts are compensated for.
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Independent
control
of this function
does not become an end in itself.

16.5

SE 7910

can

ensure

that

monitoring

SUMMARYOF B.C. HYDRO!S APPROACHTO COMPENSATIONAND MITIGATION
1.

Mit i gat i on and compensation
payments
for envi ronmenta 1 resource
impacts must bear some reasonable
relationship
to the value of the
resources
affected.

2.

Mitigation
expenditures
exceed the cost.

3.

Compensation
payments will be made only if the local region would
otherwi se lose out di sproport i onate ly to the remai nder of the
province,
e.g. if local fishermen
lost their fishing
resource
as a
result
of development.
(The objective
of compensation
payments
would be to maintain
social
and environmental
well-being
in the
region affected
by the development,
relative
to the province
as a
whole.)

4.

Compensat i on payments
wi 11 genera 11 y be made to the agenc i es
directly
responsible
for the resources
affected
and will be used
to benefit
the region affected.
Funding should,
where possible,
be tied to speci fi c programs wi th budgets agreed to in advance.

5.

Compensat i on for community servi ce impacts wi 11 be based on the
social
costs
imposed by development.
These will be determined
with reference
to both impact assessments
done prior to licensing
and monitoring
programs funded by B.C. Hydro.

will

be made provided
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CONSULTANTS'

17.0

PROPOSALS FOR MITIGATION AND COMPENSATION

INTRODUCTION
Each of the environmental
Site C development
mitigating
traints
to
were

were

imposed

part icul ar regard
suggestions

for the evaluation

In

addition,

Accordi ngly,

the

government

constitute

most

desirable

and

Section
of

cost-effective

proposals,

will

have

mitigation
with

to establish
ways

and

their

own

and compensathe

government

what appear to

of maintaining,

the resource

of the impact statement

B. C. Hydro

IS

and

values which would

gives brief responses,

pos it ion wi th respect

to each

It is not a compensation

of the
package

wi th cons iderab 1 e input to come from

to be developed

It is merely

and B.C. Hydro1s

a compilation

of the consultants'

various

ideas

initial reaction to them.

Section 18.0 of this
tions for compensation,

report evaluates

and provides

within which to work in developing
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agencies

parties,

made by the consultants.

as thi s is yet
others.

respective

by the project.

statements

suggestions

their

agencies.

appropriate

in some cases even enhancing,

This
or

were not asked

and compensation

wi 11 be meeting

B. C. Hydro

be

be affected

No cons-

techni ca 1 or economi c

for either

of mitigation

and with other interested

perhaps

establish

for

can thus be viewed as a starting point

agencies
the

of the project.

with the relevant government

ideas as to what would
t ion.

to

proposals

The result was that a large number of suggest ions

These

for discussions

for the Peace

and recommend

impacts

recommendations

and costs.

feasibility.

for the

consultants

by B.C. Hydro and the consultants

their

made without

both

asked to consider

or compensating

evaluate

benefits

was

studies

the major recommenda-

some further ideas and a framework

these ideas further.
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- (Cont'd)

Before
worth

discussing

commenting

briefly

one of the conditions
required

to prepare

with

consultants'

environmental

contained

Water

guidelines

activities.

Licence,

protection,

documents

and also clarify

is
As

B.C. Hydro was

embody

and which

it

guidelines.

to be followed

These guidelines

in the contract

environmental

recommendations,

on B.C. Hydro's environmental

of the Revelstoke

out the construction
clauses

the

in carrying
the various

are concerned

the intent

of these

specifically

written

clauses and how they will be administered.
These
for the

environmental

Revelstoke

Site C project
ment

prepared

then

a

1 icence

of

in this impact state-

is granted

environmental

for the Site C

guidelines

would

be

together with any other speci-

(PE)
recommendations

Hydroelectric

are

Development,

from

Physical

the

report

Environment

IIPeace
Impact

Ltd.

quoted

by Thurber

appear

to be low.

that, if 0.3 metre of soil were required,
alone would

be $5000 to $9000.

B. C. Hydro

estimates

the cost per hectare for soil

This is equivalent

to $2000 to $3500

To this would have to be added the present value of the land

to be upgraded,
very expensive

the cost
compared

of clearing,

etc.

The total appears

to be

to the current market value of good agricultural

land, but it may be worth doing in certain

SE 7910

to the

IITopsoil Removal
Excavation
of topsoil from fertile
areas below the reservoir full supply level prior to reservoir flooding. II (Thurber p. 112-3)

The costs

per acre.

in principle

in the licence.

Assessmentll by Thurber Consultants
PE-l

included

these principles

following

Site C

set

identified

ENVIRONMENT
The

River

similar

while

be applicable

If a water

to incorporate

fic requirements

PHYSICAL

would

also, and are therefore

as Appendi x A.

project,

17.2

Project,

guidelines,

17 - 2

localized areas.
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PHYSICALENVIRONMENT
- (Cont'd)
"Gravel
Removal
Excavation
of the underlying
granular
material
(gravel)
from topsoil
removal areas for stockpiling
or use in road construction.
II
(Thurber p. 113)

PE-2

The previous
(i.e.

reasonably

relocations

economic)

would be taken

PE-3

This

comment on costs

would be extremely

PE-4

1ocat ions

the

which

potentially
gravel

from within

costly,

Where practical

materials

the reservoir

as discussed

localized

suitable

for

Highway 29

area.

under PE-1 above,

but may

areas.

Thurber

enter

appear

the

Site

River

areas.

This

will

recommendations

C Hydroelectric

Development,

just

s i 1t i ng from the

upstream.

on stripping

be discussed

the potential

fo 11 owi ng

Consultants

Subregional

Peace

be 1i ab 1e to

to

to spend funds

Branch when examining

The
River

proposed

more beneficial

in

Wildlife

SE 7910

construction

also.

"Gravel Spawning Beds - Placement of clean gravel on gently
sloping terraces
near full supply level to form fish spawning
areas. II (Thurber p. US-G)

tributaries

LU-1

the

here

"Shoreline
Area Reclamation
Use of the topsoil
to raise
the level of gently sloping
terraces
near full supply level
and to improve the fertil ity of other areas above the full
supply
level
which are not being used for agriculture.
II
(Thurber p. 113-4)

be worth doing in certain

Both

would apply

with

from

General

may be

overburden

for fisheries

are

It

the

the

from

Fish

and

mitigation.

report

II

Land Use Studies"

Peace
by

Ltd.

Planning
"Development
of a subregional
land allocation
plan as the
basis
for defining
optimal land uses within the valley with
and without the proposed development. II (Thurber p. 36)
17 - 3
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GENERALLANDUSE - (Cont1d)
Thi s

is

beyond

Secretariat
LU-2

Hydro I s mandate

and the regional

wi 11 be di scussed

but

district

with

the

ELUC

to see what can be done.

"Development of a zoning and access plan (by-law) to optimize
and control
land use on all lands below the safeline
with and
without the proposed development. II (Thurber p. 36)

Same comment as for LU-l above.
LU-3

"Lowering of the present
flood reserve
downstream of Site C
to approximately
E1.1375 to encourage private
land acquisition and improvement in this zone. II (Thurber p. 36)

B.C. Hydro supports
with

the

Lands

this

Branch

recommendation
which

has

the

and will
responsibility

initiate
for

discussions
establishing

fl ood reserves.
LU-4

Adopt i on of a 6-month or I-year
cance 11at ion cl ause in
leases
issued
on Crown land remaining
within
the flood
reserve
downstream of Site C. B.C. Hydro is providing
for
long-term
(1 to 3 years)
notice of cancellation
in lease-back
agreements
on 1and acqui red around the proposed reservoi r. II
(Thurber p. 36-7)
II

Hydro has no difficulty

in accepting

with the Lands Branch and Forest

SE 7910

this

proposal

and will

discuss

it

Service.

LU-5

"Placement
of all high capability
agricultural
lands downstream of Site C and around the Site C reservoir
within
an
'Agricultural
Improvement District'
in which special measures
would be provided to increase
productivity,
reduce production
costs
and stabilize
the agricultural
industry. II (Thurber
p. 37)

This will

be discussed

LU-6

Provision
of improved access to the water and development of
recreational
facilities
near the Alaska Highway at Taylor and
II
(Thurber
at specific
points around the proposed reservoir.
p. 37)

with the Ministries
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GENERALLANDUSE - (Cont'd)
Hydro

is

committed

question

will

government
ties

to be provided,

This

would

Further

facilities,

and the

provincial

most appropriate

agencies

and local

type and level

contribution

entire

of facili-

from B.C. Hydro.

costs

grounds

and if

but
it

could

fits

be done

if

in with plans

it
for

can be
highways

in the area.

Land Use at the Damsite
"Reclamation
of all agricultural
land used for borrow pits or
temporary
construction
facilities.
Present carrying
capacities of grazing lands and productivity
of arable lands should
be re-estab 1i shed by careful
handl i ng of topsoi 1 resources,
eros i on control
and cover croppi ng program.
Nearby topsoil
that would be flooded could be removed and stockpiled
for use
in reclamation.
The reclamation
plan for lands within
the
Agricultural
Land Reserve should be jointly
approved by the
Provincial
Agricultural
land Commission and B.C. Ministries
of Agri cu1 ture and Envi ronment. II (Thurber p. 38-9)
Hydro's

removed

and

construction
stockpil

di sposa 1 areas

whi ch do not
work areas

detract

ed.
are

specifications
When the
graded

from the

require

work
to

general

is

all

completed

"provi de
appearance

free

topsoil
the

to

borrow

be
and

drai ni ng surfaces

of the

area"

and the

are seeded.
II Des i gn
of permanent fac il it i es to allow for a touri st lookout and parki ng area near the dam." (Thurber p. 39)

This is now standard

SE 7910

the

with

additional

on economic

LU-8

lU-IO

in detail

and the financial

involve

development

LU-9

recreation

"Provision
of permanent
access
across
the Peace River at
Site C and connection
of this with the present secondary road
system between the Moberly and Pine rivers."
(Thurber p. 37)

justified

spoil

be discussed

to determine

LU-7

B.C.

to providing

practice

on all

hydroelectric

projects.

"liaison
with the city of Fort St. John to ensure compatibility between the nearby landfill
site and future use of the
damsite by tourists."
(Thurber p. 39)
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This will be done.
LU-ll

IIProvision of safe access to the reservoir or downstream
waters for fi shi ng or boat 1 aunchi ng. Further studi es of
bio-physical features of the site would be necessary before
specific access points could be chosen. II (Thurber p. 39)

This will be an important consideration

in establishing

optimum recrea-

tion facilities.
IIMinimize clearing of trees by careful layout of construction
work areas; where practical leave buffer strips between the
main access road and clearings. II (Thurber p. 39)

LU-12

This will be done.

The contractor

has specific areas allocated by the

engineer

and he has to have his proo~sals for land use approved. If he
were to inadvertently destroy trees or vegetation outside his area this
would have to be replaced.
LU-13

IIDesign the access road and river crossing with a view to its
long-term use as a public road. II (Thurber p. 39)

Provision of permanent

access across the Peace River could be done with

some additional cost providing it can be justified on economic grounds.
Further Land Use Around Reservoir

LU-14

This

IIRetain abandoned portions of Highway 29 wherever practical
as access to the reservoir (e.g. at Bear Flats).11 (Thurber
p. 40)
would

have

to be considered

recreational plan, which would
ramps, picnic sites, etc.

SE 7910

within

include
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reservoir

access,

context

of a

boat launch
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/lAt IJim Rose Prairie'
(parcel
59), the secondary road from
Bear Flats could be abandoned in favour of local farm access
provi ded from the east as shown on Map 4, Sheet 2. II (Thurbe r
p. 40)

LU-15

Equivalent
however,
rather

alternate
the

most

is

a provincial

No. 29.

Therefore

expected

that

LU-17

Access

Division

routing

area
would

policy

Hydro would provide

underpasses
staff

to provide

SE 7910

seem to

fences
fences

along

by Hydro,

be from the

would

investigate

any

highways

upon request.

shoul d be requi red.

north

However,
requests

as

such as
It

is not

Hydro Properpart

/IProvi s i on of sui tab 1e access roads from relocated
of the hi ghway to nearby farmsteads
and res i dences
safeline.1I
(Thurberp.
40)
roads

would be relocated
as existing

as necessary,

access

of

the

portions
above the

and would be built

to the

roads.

IIIn the final alignment of the highway,
with cultivated
fields
and residential
Creek). /I (Thurber p. 40)

This would be done to the maximum practical

LU-19

would be provided

land program.

same standards

LU-18

practical

this

IIProvision
of fencing and farm crossings
and/or underpasses
whenever necessary
along the relocated
portions
of Highway 29
to facilitate
cattle management./I
(Thurber p. 40)

There

overall

to

than the east.

LU-16

ties

access

minimize interference
lots (e.g.
at Lynx

extent.

IISet back borrow pits and finish
highway in a manner that
will
complement recreational
use of the valley.
This may
include
one or two new pull-out
viewpoints
and some minor
landscaping./I
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B.C. Hydro would work with the Department
compatible

will

Branch
It

and recreational

a road

use of the valley.

IIReservation
of strips
of Crown land less than 500 feet in
wi dth between the road and reservoi r as recreat i ona 1 1 ands
and establish
access from the highway to the reservoir
in the
vi ci nity of Bear Fl ats, Farrell
Creek and Lynx Creek'"

LU-20

This

with the general

of Highways to provide

have to be discussed

to determine

should

be

the

with the ElUC Secretariat

extent

considered

in

to which it
the

context

is desirable
of

the

and the Lands
and practical.

overall

recreati

onal

plan.
IIEvery attempt
should
be made by B. C. Hydro to maintain
present
agricultural
and residential
uses on lands purchased
by the Authority
t·;,ti 1 they are specifically
requi red for
some element
of the Site C development. II (Thurber p. 41)

LU-21

This

policy

and practice

(see

Appendix B, Section

B.2).

lU-22

IIWhenever flooding
creates
fractional
parcels
whose uti lity
can be improved by i ntegrat i on wi th adjacent
parcels,
thi s
should be undertaken
through
a replotting
or amalgamation
procedure. II (Thurber p. 41)

This will

be encouraged

LU-23

IIIf a Class A over-night
campsite and recreational
facility
is to be located near Bear Flats,
land should be reserved for
this purpose at an early stage. II (Thurber p. 41)

If

this

then
LU-24

SE 7910

is B.C. Hydro's

campsite

is

where practical.

part

Hydro would agree

of the

with this

recreational

plan

which

is developed,

suggestion.

IIGreater
uti 1 i zat i on of the community cattle
Farrell
Creek could be promoted (or new pasture
compensate for loss of grazing land caused by the
and to reduce confl i cts between cattle
and wi 1 dl
ment in the valley. II (Thurber p. 41)
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This will

be discussed

with the people

concerned.

LU-25

"Deve 1op means of removi ng topsoi 1 or gravel
from selected
sites
be low the flood 1eve 1 and stockpil i ng them for nearby
land reclamation
or road construction
projects."
(Thurber

p. 41)
This has been discussed
LU-26

under Hydro's

comments on PE-l and PE-2.

"Residential
safelines
and flowage
easements
should
be
plotted
on detailed
plans
of private
holdings
wherever
buildings
and other
improvements
fall
below the safeline.
These plans would be useful
to property
owners and appropriate
zoning authorities
to assist
in land use planning
in
advance of fi na 1 di spos it i on of the easements. II (Thurber

p. 41)
The present

is

conservative.

In areas

of particular

sensi-

it woul d be exami ned in more detai 1.

t i vity

17.4

safeline

AGRICULTURE
(A)
The
River

fo 11owi ng

recommendations

Site

C Hydroelectric

Development

Assessment,

Agri culturell

by Canadi an

are

from

Environmental
Bi 0 Resources

the

report

II

Peace

and Socio-economic
Consultants

Ltd.

(CBRC).

SE 7910

A-I

"Parcel
Size
In those areas where the proposed Site C
reservoir
may reduce the size of any existing
agricultural
ho 1di ngs to the extent where it wi 11 no longer represent
a
viable
agricultural
unit measures should be taken to either
incorporate
it with an adjoining
agricultural
unit or amalgamate the remaining land parcels
into an agricultural
unit
that can be managed efficiently
as an individual
farm unit."
(CBRCp. 75)

This will

be encouraged

wherever

practical.
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A-2

IITopsoil Removal
For a few locations along the reservoir
it would appear that the opportunity exists to remove topsoil
from some of the alluvial terraces and transport this
material onto locations where improvement in agricultural
production would occur.
This practice could effectively
increase the agricultural potential of some land on the
i ntermedi ate terraces
that is presently
cons idered of
marginal agricultural capability.1I (CBRC p. 76)

This has already been discussed under recommendation

PE-1.

It appears

to be much too costly to warrant large scale implementation.
A-3

IIHighway Relocation - The location and construction of the
highway shoul d take into cons iderat ion those items out 1ined
as impacts in Section 4.1.2(c) (CBRC p. 54). The final route
selection and construction standards should be reviewed by
competent agrologists to ensure that as many mitigation
measures as possible are included in the relocation plan. II
(CBRC p. 76)

This recommendation
whi ch woul d probably

will be discussed with the Department

of Highways

either carry out or di rect thi s aspect of the

project.
A-4

IIVegetable Industry Enhancement - As an enhancement measure
for the region the following course of action is recommended
to strengthen the vegetable industry if the Site C project is
developed:
1.

The flood reserve be removed in the remainder of the
Peace River valley and a policy statement issued by the
provi ncia1 government that agri culture and not hydroelectric power has priority.

2.

That a detailed study be done to layout a development
plan that would enable the vegetable industry to develop
into a viable entity. Included in this development plan
should be the appointment of a development officer to
ass ist 1oca 1 producers to achi eve the goals of thi s
development plan. II (CBRC p. 77-8)

The removal of flood reserves on the lower Peace River, as indicated,
is a political matter.

SE 7910

B.C. Hydro is presently conducting a study into
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the viability of a vegetable industry in the Peace River area, and the
results will be made available once the work is completed.

17.5

RECREATION (R)
The following recommendations concerning recreation are from
the report IIPeace River Site C Hydroelectric Development, Recreation
Impact Assessmentll by Edwin, Reid & Associates Ltd. (ERA). As these
recommendations are general and conceptual rather than specific, they
will be quoted here in their entirety, followed by a general discussion
of how B.C. Hydro intends to develop a comprehensive recreational plan.
R-l

IIIn Section 9.2 (Edwin, Reid p. 62-5), 'A Recreational
Development Concepti, we have discussed recreation facilities
that could be devel~ped on the reservoir. It is our opinion
that these facilities would provide reasonable enhancement of
the reservoi r. They woul d, with the exception of the damsite, be typical of the facilities now provided by the
Provincial Parks Branch. At the present time, however, there
are far too many unknowns to begin using these ideas for
planning purposes.
Because it is difficult to predict specifically (1) where the
opportunities for shoreline development will be most attractive, and (2) how the demand for facilities will change with
the creation of the reservoi r, funds for the creation of
facilities could be made available over a time period. The
most convenient form of funding would be a lump sum from
which development capital could be drawn over a 10-year
period. We would recommend that consideration be given to
this arrangement. The advantages are that the fund administrator(s) could respond to changi~g demand and would not be
forced into large, single effort developments in a region
where resource development programs may create major changes
in the population size and distribution.
A potential disadvantage
is that the general availability
of funds
encourages inefficient usage.
Another possibility is that Hydro share responsibility for
portions of the recreational development of the Site C reservoir. The Reservoir Land Management Department has developed
popular day use areas on Buntzen and Daisy reservoirs. These
developments provide the public with recreational facilities
of a slightly different type than the Parks Branch.

SE 7910
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A further avenue worth pursuing 1S the provision of funds to
the B.C. Forest Service which could develop facilities at a
lower standard and cost than the Parks Branch. The Forest
Service is more responsive to immediate pressures for facilities because thei r developments are 1ess elaborate, though
not necessarily less attractive to the public. There is a
I wil derness I
aspect to Forest Servi ce developments not found
in the traditional Parks Branch campgrounds.
However, the
Parks Branch campgrounds are able to withstand more intensive
use.
Since the Site C reservoir would extend to Hudson's Hope and
to the shores of A 1wi n Holland Park it waul d be a pub 1 ic
benefi t to increase the capacity of that part. It is suggested here that expansion of the day use facilities is more
important than campground expansion in the limited space
available.
The provision of more parking and picnic tables
and upgrading the shoreline trails would add to the attractiveness of this park.
The lopen fund systeml "ould permit public agencies and
citizens groups to petition the fund administration
for
capital to build projects. The administering body could be
compri sed of the regi ona 1 di stri ct, the Parks Branch, the
Forest Service, representatives of the local district municipalities and B.C. Hydro. Project approval should be consistent with long-term development goals.
The advantages of providing compensation funds in this manner
is that facilities can be tailored to emerging public pressures. By encouragi ng a vari ety of persons and agenci es to
participate
in compensation and enhancement programs the
widest identification of needs will be met with a correspondingly
broad
capability
to
respond
with
attractive
solutions. II (Edwin, Reid p. 83-4)
B.C. Hydro feels confident
Slon

with

the

that with careful planning

appropriate

agencies,

the

various

through discuslocal

government

bodies, and with input from local people, that a satisfactory

plan for

recreational facilities can be developed.
There has been much confusion

concerning

provide

at the

recreation

facilities

B.C. Hydro's

Peace

Canyon

requirement
project,

to

and a

feeling that Hydro has been tardy in coming forth with funding. In our
view a commitment to provide recreational facilities associated with

SE 7910
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the Peace Canyon project has always existed, and is in fact a condition
of the water licence.
facilities
Others

should

However, a decision on the type and location of

be based

felt such a decision

on

a consensus

of

should be postponed

interested

parties.

until a decision is

made on the Site C project. This is premised on the conclusion that if
Site C proceeds, the best recreational development for the region would
be founded on integrated development of facilities associated with both
projects. Thus if Site C is approved planning for both reservoirs will
proceed together. In the event that Site C is not approved, recreation
facilities will be developed for the Peace Canyon dam alone, as origina lly planned.
In order to avoid the type of misunderstanding that developed over the
Peace Canyon facilities, B.C. Hydro would prefer to see a specific
proposal for Site C (and associated developments at Peace Canyon)
agreed upon prior to licence hearings, as was the case at the Revelstoke Project, and will make every effort to reach such an agreement.

17.6

FORESTRY (F)
The
forest
the

loss of forest

land would

have

little

impact

resource and no impact on the regional forest industry.

forestry

compensation.

consultants

made no recommendations

During the clearing

of the reservoir

on the
Thus,

for mitigation

or

all merchantable

timber will be salvaged.

17.7

WILDLIFE (W)
The fo 11owi ng recommenat ions are from the repott~

Ii

Peace Ri ver

Site C Hydroelectric
Development, Environmental and Socio-economic
Assessment, Wildlife Subreportll by Donald A. Blood & Associates. The
recommendations
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are preceded by the following introduction:
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It must be stated
at the outset
that natural
eco 1 ogi ca 1
systems cannot be recreated
by man. Wildl He habitats
that
are unique in the area (every sizeable
land area has some
unique combination
of characteristics)
will be permanently
lost.
Short
of digging
a new Peace River valley
in an
adjacent
agricultural
area, the losses cannot be replaced
in
kind.
Productive
valley-complex
habitats
are a diminishing
resource
in British
Columbia, making any remaining areas that
much more unique, important and valuable.
II

Little
can be accomplished
in the way of mitigation
that will
be of long-term
benefit
to wildlife,
but the following
items
should be considered. II
W-1

IIReservoir
clearing
will
be least
damaging if the late
wi nter-early
spri ng peri od, when ungul ates
are in poorest
phys i ca 1 condition,
is avoi ded, as we 11 as the spri ng and
early summer period of bird nesting.
In other words, reservoir clearing
will have least
impact during the year it is
accomp 1 i shed if carri ed out duri ng the August to January
(Blood p. 76)
period.
II

Clearing

could

a short

period,

certain
tant
to
This

not be carried

limited
for

would

have to

areas

could

be identified

ungulates

clearing

in

implemented

areas

for

the

clearing

over

area

several

during

years.

which are particularly

nesting

until
with

reservoir

late

the

program

birds,

it

in the

Forest

If

impor-

may be possible
clearing

Service,

as at Revelstoke,

program.

if they

take

and would be

where practical.
and
liThe nesting
tree of the bald eagl es near Hudson I sHope,
some trees
around it,
shoul d be 1eft standi ng. Thi s area
will
be only shallowly
flooded,
and leaving
the trees
may
encourage nesting to continue there. II (Blood p. 76)

W-2

We are
out

concerned
and fall,

be given site-specific

SE 7910

those

be phased

or for

would have to be discussed

responsibility

rot

but

wintering

delay

out over the entire

that

flooding

leaving

would kill

snags

consideration

in the

the

reservoir.

trees,

causing
However,

them to
this

will

to see what might be done.
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W-3

l'Access to the area below full supply level should be carefully
planned,
and the clearing
operation
carefully
conducted,
so that
plant
communities
and wildlife
habitats
immediately
above full supply level are not needlessly
lost
or degraded.
(Blood p. 76)
II

This
or

would be done.
through

the

Whether

Forest

the

Servi ce,

work
the

1S

done directly

speci fi cat ions

by contractors
wi 11 cover

thi s

point.
W-4

"Reservoir
clearing
should take place as late as possible
in
the project
schedule so that the affected
habitats
are available for as long as possible. II (Blood p. 76)

See comment under item W-1.
W-5

This

"Dam Construction
The following
considered:
careful
planning and control
as to avoid damage to peripheral
wildlife
p. 76)
would

be done.

to provide
monitori
W-6

this

The construction

control,

specifications

and the site

staff

points
should
be
of access routes so
habitats.
II
(Blood

would be written

would provide

the

necessary

ng.
"Avoidance of blasting
during the bird-nesting
season (15 May
to 30 June),
provided
that this
activity
can reasonably
be
(Blood p. 76)
carried
out at other times.
II

Blasting

effects

dam where other
W-7

SE 7910

would generally
construction

be limited

activity

to the work areas

would likely

preclude

near the

nesting.

Revegetat i on of all areas devegetated
duri ng the construction
process.
The ultimate
objective
should
be the
establishment
of plant cover similar
to that now occurring
in
the area.
This would not likely
involve an initial
planting
of those species,
because soil conditions
following
borrow
removal
or other construction
work will probably
be much
different
than before.
Initial
emphasis should be on establishment of herbaceous plant species that are adaptable to
II
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